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ABSTRACT

EXTRA -CURRICULAR, LEADERSHIP
AND SERVICE LEARNING PROGRAM
FOR FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS
by
Barbra Ann Muffett
May, 2002

The design of leadership education for fifth grade students was studied.
Through the review of literature it was found that leadership education should
have a student-centered approach. Leadership education and service learning
can be taught together because students can directly apply their leadership
skills to an authentic situation. From the review of literature it was discovered
that true service learning involves several key elements. The benefits of service
learning, specifically for at-risk students are addressed.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Overview
In the early 1990's major education reform began across the country.
Individual states set standards and required them to be met. Student leadership
in combination with service learning is a reform strategy that continues to
increase in popularity (McPherson, 1991). Student leadership and service
learning help to create an environment where schools work with communities to
produce contributing citizens (Des Marais, Yang, Farzanehkia, 2000).

While

there is not much research to support youth leadership curricula or service
learning, both ideas are viewed positively by the educational community.
Need
The objective of the project was to address the need for fifth grade
students at the elementary school level to participate in a leadership program. A
leadership program seemed to be one way to give fifth grade students a positive
feeling of power. A positive feeling of power will help to reduce bully behavior
(Beane, 1999).
A leadership program will help to address Essential Academic Learning
Requirements for Washington State. According to the Washington State
Commission on Student Learning, the student needs to be able to " ... understand
the rights and responsibilities of citizenship and the principals of democratic and
civic involvement. To meet this standard, the student will: identify and
demonstrate rights of U.S. citizenship related to school, local, state, national,
and international issues ... " (p. 98).
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The project was also designed to help at-risk students achieve academic
success in school.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to create an extra-curricular leadership
program for fifth grade students at the elementary school level, which will include
leadership skills development and service learning.
The academic and behavioral success achieved by fifth grade students
from the leadership program will help students to develop self esteem, set goals,
make decisions, and work with others. These daily life skills will help them to
accomplish their goals in their future (Fertman, van Linden, 1999).
Limitations/Delimitations/Scope
The limitations of the project are as follows:
1. The program was designed for fifth grade students at Kirkwood
Elementary School in Toppenish, Washington. It may be
adapted to meet the needs of grade sixth through eighth.
2. The project was designed to fit into the schedule of an
elementary school. This schedule does not allow for much
time to be spent during the school day on leadership activities.
3.

The length of the program is approximately one school year
with two meetings a month.

4.

Character Education has not been included as a separate
piece because Kirkwood Elementary School has a strong
program already in place at all grade levels.
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Definition of Terms
Adolescent. A boy or girl between childhood and adulthood (Webster,
1993)
At-Risk Students. Children that live in communities that have high levels
of violence, low per-pupil expenditures within local school districts, unsafe
school environments, and a high preponderance of adults without either
employment or job security (Heath, 1994 as cited in Roach, Wyman,
Brooks, Chavez, Heath, & Valdes, 1999)
Bully. A stronger, more powerful person who hurts or frightens a
smaller or weaker person deliberately and repeatedly (Beane, 1999)
Character Education. Formal instruction in honesty, trust, cooperation,
respect, responsibility, hope, determination and loyalty (Fertman, &
van Linden, 1999)
Citizenship Curriculum. The student understands the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship and the principles of democratic civic
involvement (Essential Academic Learning Requirements, 1998)
Leadership. When individuals (both adults and adolescents) think for
themselves, communicate their thoughts and feelings to others, and
help others act on their own beliefs. Leadership influences others in an
ethical and socially responsible way (Fertman, & van Linden, 1999)
Middle Level Learners. Learners who are in grades five through nine
(Knowles, & Brown, 2000)
School Spirit. A simple process of connecting the dots. If each group
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within your school is a dot then school spirit is the connection made

(

l

between those dots (Scharnbroich, as cited in Conlon, 1999)
Service Learning. Learning which integrates service into student
instruction and learning. It promotes personal, social, and intellectual
growth; develops a sense of civic responsibility; provides opportunities for
leadership; and prepares students for the world of work (Hope, 1997).
Transactional Leadership. Focuses on the skills and tasks associated
with leadership (Fertman, & van Linden, 1999)
Transformational Leadership. Focuses on the personal qualities of
leadership (Fertman, & van Linden, 1999)

Youth. The time when one is no longer a child but not yet an adult (Webster,
1993)
Summary
Leadership education is growing in popularity in the educational·
community. Leadership education combined with service learning has many
benefits for a middle level learner. Students who participate in leadership
programs can improve academically and behaviorally. Leadership education
can help at-risk students acquire skills that will help them later in life.
Chapter two contains a review of literature that will provide the rationale
for teaching leadership skills to at-risk youth. It will also provide rationale to
support the inclusion of service learning, and make a connection between
leadership education and character education.
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Chapter three describes the steps the author of this project has taken to
design the program. The chapter will provide some insight as to why the
leadership program was developed.
Chapter four contains lessons, activities and handouts that can be used
and adapted in order to implement a leadership program.
Chapter five concludes with the author's summary. It contains the
author's conclusions, and suggestions.

Chapter Two: Review of Literature
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design an extra-curricular leadership
program for fifth grade students at the elementary level. Leadership
development among youth is looked at as a positive _way to improve our future
society. Leadership development provides young people with an opportunity to
expand their leadership skills, which will help them to become more productive
members of society when they are adults (Billig, 2000, p. 661). One way for
students to apply their leadership abilities is through service learning.
Leadership, service learning, and at-risk students are the areas that the review
of literature includes.
Leadership
Leadership education will be more beneficial to adolescents when it
focuses on the student rather than the specific qualities that most leaders
possess. An educational program that allows students experiences in which
they can use and refine leadership skills in their daily lives is most beneficial
(Roach, Wyman, Brooks, Chavez, Heath, & Valdes, 1999, p. 17). When a
program focuses on the adolescent student a unique perspective arises.
When teaching a youth leadership program it is critical for educators to
think of their students first. Youth leadership needs to be taught differently than
adult leadership because youth view leadership differently. Listing leaders or
qualities that leaders possess does not help to meet the needs of adolescents.
In a qualitative study done by Roach et al. (1999), it.was found that· ... skill
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building, and practice for leadership need to resemble the conditions that young
people create within their own peer activities" (p. 13). Youth develop leadership
skills as they mature in formal as well as many informal settings, suqh as a
family setting (Roach et al. 1999).
The developmental stages were highlighted by, van Linden and Fertman
(1998) and they suggested how leadership ties into each stage. An explanation
was given for the two types of leadership: transformational leadership and
transactional leadership. It was recognized by, van Linden and Fertman that
adolescents develop leadership skills in three stages: (a) awareness, (b)
interaction, and (c) mastery. Within the three stages they identified five
dimensions: (a) leadership information, (b) leadership attitude, (c)
communication skills, (d) decision-making skills, and (e) stress-management
skills. They concluded with suggestions of what adults could do to nurture
leadership in youth and the role the community can play in this process.
Adolescence is a critical time for many young people. Conlon (2001)
provided some advice in his article "Superstar Leadership", for Above and
Beyond, the Newsletter for Advisors and Student Leaders Across Canada. He
explained a phenomenon called superstar economics. Superstar economics
occurs when one athlete dominates a sport so much that he/she gets all the
attention. He warned, "Make sure that your best students don't get all of the
glory at the expense of younger or less obvious students" (p. 19). He advised
that, "The more activities that you have being run by different students in your
school will broaden the appeal and strength of your activity program" (p. 19). All
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youth need to feel like they belong to something, even those youth that are not
easy to get along with.
Bullies are people who try to gain power by controlling or intimidating
others. Adolescents who demonstrate bully type behaviors may not be
someone's first choice to be part of a leadership group, however they may
benefit more than other students. Beane (1999) recognized this point by stating,
"Bullies are skilled at getting and using power over others". They do it for the
wrong reasons ... in the wrong ways ... Why not channel all that talent into
something worthwhile" (p. 134)? Bullies can also benefit from transfonnational
leadership, or the teaching of positive character traits that leaders possess.
In addition to developmental stages of youth and leadership, Fertman and
van Linden (1999) also addressed character education. In an article they listed
the character traits that tie into youth leadership, "In working with adolescents to
develop and support such basic human values as honesty, trust, cooperation,
respect, responsibility, hope, detennination, and loyalty, we are also laying the
foundation for the development of caring and competent leaders" (p. 14). They
further explained which character traits are expressed in transfonnational
leadership and transactional leadership. "Transformational leadership focuses
on the personal qualities of leadership, while transactional leadership focuses
on the skills and tasks associated with leadership" (p. 12). Character Education
is only one component that ties nicely into leadership education.
Another component of leadership education is service learning. Des
Marais, Yang, and Farzanhkia (2000) argued that· ... what has rarely been
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considered is the potential for all young people to develop character, citizenship,
and knowledge through leading service-learning -- not just participating in it"
{p. 678). They supported their argument by stating that young people learn best
in real situations, so they will learn to lead best by leading. Service learning
provides an opportunity where youth can lead in an authentic situation. The
authors explained how best to set up a service learning project by not limiting
youth to transactional leadership. Adults need to let the students create and
design their own service in order for a true learning experience about leadership
to take place.
Service Learning
Kielsmeier's article {2000) explained the history of service learning. Even
though the name has changed from what John Dewey called project-based
learning to service learning the principles are still the same. Kielsmeier {2000)
gave statistics from studies that showed the increased number of students who
participated in service learning; • ... the acceleration of service-learning
participation from an estimated 81,000 high school students in 1984 to 2.9
million in 1999 ... • {p. 655). Kielsmeier indicated that not only did the number
of students who participated in service learning increase, but federal funding
increased as well, "The 1990 National and Community Service Act redefined
federally supported national service by including school-based service-learning
along with funding for full-time service "{p. 653). He went on and said, "National
service today is not a single federal program but a national purpose that starts
with service learning in school .. : {p. 654). Kielsmeier cited several service
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learning projects that involved students, from across the country, helping to
restore their local cemeteries. He used these examples to state, "Servicelearning is a particularly American way of learning, embracing democratic
ideals .. ." (p. 655). It is clear that service learning is a popular learning tool.
As service learning became more popular the true meaning of service
learning became increasingly unclear. Billig (2000) recognized the confusion
surrounding the principles of service learning. Billig (2000) stated that a
definition for service learning has remained unclear:
While disagreement about the definition of service-learning persists,
there is general consensus that its major components include "active
participation, thoughtfully organized experiences, focus on community
needs and school/community coordination, academic curriculum
integration, structured time for reflection, opportunities for application of
skills and knowledge, extended learning opportunities, and development
of a sense of caring for others". (p. 659)
A major distinction between service learning and community service I
volunteerism is the direct connection between what is being taught in the
classroom and the service act.
Hawaii is a state that has invested in service learning. Hawaii's Learn
and Serve web site outlined service learning. The site includes a chart that
clearly shows the distinction between service learning, community service, and
volunteerism. The main difference between the definition of volunteerism and
service learning, on the site, is that service learning includes educational
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learning. The site's definition of service learning is as follows:
Service learning is a teaching/learning method that connects meaningful
community service with academic learning, personal growth, and civic
responsibility. Service-learning facilitates the involvement of children and
adolescents in real-life settings where they can apply academic
knowledge and previous experiences to meet real community needs.
Students learn and develop through active participation in thoughtfully
organized experiences that are authentic and genuine. (p. 1)
Even though there are many definitions for service learning and the
definition varies from one source to the next. It is important to focus on the
relationship between the service and the subject matter being taught in the
classroom. While there may be an over abundant amount of definitions of what
service learning is, there isn't an abundant amount of research.
Unfortunately, service learning is growing quickly in popularity and
research on the subject is rare and lacking quantitative data, however qualitative
studies have been conducted. Prior to summarizing results of research in the
field of service learning Billig (2000) gave a warning:
Very few of the studies used control groups, and very few tracked whether
the impacts were sustained over time. Many of the studies used selfreports or information from surveys administered before and after a
service experience. Some used qualitative methods and case studies.
Few, if any, tested hypotheses or cited the theoretical foundations under
which the programs were being operated. (p. 660)
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Before completing her article, she once again addressed the need for "more and
better research in the next decade "(p. 663). Even though service learning is
weak in the area quantitative of research, it has still remained popular among
educators.
McPherson, (1997) a leader in service learning in Washington State, also
addressed the amount of research. McPherson's thoughts were similar to Billig,
"Currently, only a moderate amount of research specifically about service
learning exists. However, at least 13 studies using control groups have reported
that service learning improves intellectual development" (p. 11). McPherson,
like Billig used what little research there was to list some advantages to using
service learning in schools. According to Blyth and Scales (as cited in
McPherson, 1997) it was reported that:
Half-dozen studies have reported that service learning is
associated with greater student engagement with schools, better attitudes
toward school, better attendance, and fewer disciplinary actions and
behavior problems.
The research and program evaluations suggest reason for
optimism. Even lumped together-good and bad, intensive and superficial
programs-service-learning programs as a group have shown fairly
consistent positive effects on student's personal development, social
development/citizenship, and, to a lesser extent, intellectual
development/academic success. (p. 11)
Many states see the advantages of including service _learning in their schools
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and require that students complete service learning projects.
McPherson (1991) described the programs that were included in the
Issaquah, Tacoma, and Peninsula School Districts, and suggested that, "Making
service a part of education is one way of addressing many of the current reform
recommendations: restructuring, perfonnance assessment, engaged learning,
and education for social responsibility" (p. 752). Even though service learning
may help to improve the educational system, McPherson offered some useful
advice about perspective:
It is important to remember that our purpose is not to develop a mass of
service programs. Rather, it is to develop a series of experiences and
learnings that consciously foster an ethic of service, develop critically
responsible students, help students feel a sense of efficacy, and enrich
the learning process. (p. 752)
To insure that service learning projects focus on quality rather than quantity,
standards have been established. Service learning standards measure the
program's effectiveness. Billig (2000) included the list of standards Essential
Elements for Service-Leaming in her article. The Essential Elements includes

such things as the importance of educational goals, students being the center of
the experience, and the experience needs to be a genuine need in the
community (p. 663). Service learning will be more beneficial if it meets the
Essential Elements, which includes proper implementation.

Kromer and Hitch (1994) listed the steps for implementing a service
learning project; the five steps are (a) brainstorming, (b) focusing, (c)
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implementing, (d) evaluating, and (e) reflecting (p. 5). Though the labels of the
steps may change the principles remain common. It is important to let these
steps be student led with teacher direction to make the experience more
beneficial for the learner.

As service learning has become more widely used, some negative
trends may have developed. Service Learning is based on the idea that
students connect what is learned in the classroom to situations where they help
the community. Weah, Simmons, and Hall (2000) felt that it is important to go
beyond just giving during service learning, but to receive as well. Weah et al.
stated, "We have ignored the effects of service and the voices of the recipients
of service for so long ... • (p. 674). They argue that students will not get the
most out service learning unless students and educators address the recipient's
long term needs and use the time to learn about different cultural perspectives
(Weah et al.). Nobody wants to have charity handed to him or her; everyone
needs to be respected during the service learning process. Educators need to
focus students' attention on what the students are learning from the experience,
and not limit the students' focus to only what they are giving to the community.
Growing Hope: A Sourcebook on Integrating Youth Service into the
School Curriculum (as cited by Kromer and Hitch, 1994) listed the possible
benefits of service learning. The benefits to students are listed as follows:
*Self Esteem
Students earn a sense of empowerment by engaging in community
service where they are needed, valued, and respected.
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*Citizenship
Students learn that citizenship requires an actively engaged community
life.
*Academic Skills
Students' desire to learn is heightened by their experiences in community
service. They learn to connect the classroom experiences with life in the
community.
Students learn the relevance of academic subject matter from science and
mathematics to the social sciences and humanities.
Students reflect on important moral and ethical issues.
*Career Education
Students directly experience the world of work. (p. 2)
One group of students that benefits from participating in service learning
is middle level learners. Hope (1997) confirmed this when he said:
Learning by doing is a developmentally appropriate and effective teaching
strategy for middle level students, many of whom have not reached the
formal operations stage of development. More than ever, students need
to see the relationship between what is taught in the classroom and how it
affects their future. (p. 40)
Through service learning middle level learners have an opportunity to prove that
the stereotypes the community has about them are false. Hope (1997) indicated
that, "Members of the community also gain respect for the students as a result of
their involvement in the community. This positive attitude may help to replace
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negative attitudes held by some members of the community" (p. 42). If
educators model respect and consideration then middle level learners will be
more likely to gain respect from the community.
Service Learning experiences provide benefits to everyone involved, not
just the leader. One way a school may benefit through service learning is an
increase in public support for the school. Teachers may benefit because many
higher level thinking skills are addressed during a service learning project. One
way the community may benefit is because of the addition of creative,
hardworking, young minds that contribute fresh ideas (as cited by Kromer and
Hitch 1994).
At-Risk Students
Minorities or at risk students are not always on the receiving end of
service learning. In Wisconsin a service learning project was designed to help
an at-risk student take more of an interest in school. Thompson (1995) reported
that "No longer an incessant troublemaker, she now was making positive
contributions to the community" (p. 17). Some students need more than what a
traditional education can supply. More opportunities are needed for students to
connect with an adult. "As central as the student/teacher relationship is to
educational change and development, additional relationships are very often
needed- especially when working with at-risk students" (p. 18). At-risk students
can benefit from leadership activities as well.
Nor, Tait, and Winfield (1996) summarized the results of Walt Whitman
Intermediate School's participation in New York Urban Coalition's Center for
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Educational Leadership. They stated, "Consequently, students from Hispanic,
Black, and Asian communities worked together on student leadership initiatives"
(p. 15). The results, measured in terms of discipline referrals, indicated, "At the
end of a year, the number of major incidents occurring during dismissal and after
school decreased significantly .. ." (p. 15). Students that are part of violent
schools are part of the problem, but they can also be part of the solution.
Hill ( 1996) provided several examples of schools where students work
along side teachers and administrators to plan better school environments. Hill
(1996) highlighted some of the benefits; "They team to plan, set priorities, and
evaluate. They experience success working in team situations. They gain
confidence. Violent, aggressive behaviors stemming from failure and frustration
can be replaced when problem-solving skills are developed" (p. 25). She
stressed the link between student leadership and school decisions. "Leadership
development is especially likely when students experience being part of sitebased decision making teams" (p. 25). Hill also discussed the impact that
service teaming can have on students as a way of promoting school safety.
Garbarino, Dunbrow, Kostolny, and Pardo (as cited in Hill, 1996) found, "Studies
of chaotic families have shown that children from dysfunctional homes have a
chance to become functioning adults if they experience a positive school
climate" (p. 27). The more students feel they have invested into their school the
more protective they will be at keeping it safe.
Leadership programs and service learning can help students feel
connected to their school, but other types of activities and sports can have the
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same impact. Conlon (1999) explained, "The more connections a school makes
between students and staff, between students and the community, and between
all of the different student groups within a school; the healthier a school will be"
(p. 1). In his article, "What is School Spirit", Conlon (1999) continued to
describe how important these connections or school spirit is. "The more
connections that are made, the less chance there is of someone feeling that they
have to destroy the school building through vandalism or disrupt the people in it
through physical violence" (p. 1). School spirit goes farther than football games
and has a greater impact than celebrating a victory. School spirit is an important
link between students and the school (Conlon, 1999, p.1).
Summary
Adolescence is a time full of change and uncertainty (van Linden, &
Fertman, 1998, p. 11 ). Students need guidance to develop skills that will ensure
success. The review of Literature has supported the use of leadership activities
to provide an opportunity for youth to acquire necessary skills and
characteristics needed in their future. Leadership programs help to develop
decision-making skills, stress management, self-esteem, cooperation and many
more skills that adults use in their daily lives. Leadership programs for youth
should include character education. Such traits as honesty, responsibility, and
respect blend nicely into leadership activities. Adolescence is time when youth
are searching for something to connect to, so it is a prime time to expose them to
a leadership program.
Service learning is a hands-on experience where students use what was
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taught in the classroom to serve the community. A true definition of service
learning has not been agreed upon, however attitudes held by educators are
positive. The ideas rooted in service learning are similar to theories that have
been around since the time of Dewey. Dewey believed that students learn best
"with a hands- on" approach (Billig, 2000, p. 659).
The review of literature has shown how service learning activities should
be implemented and the benefits for students who participate in service learning
projects. Benefits for educators and the community were also addressed in
chapter two.
Service Learning ties into leadership education. Service learning
provides students with a chance to apply their leadership skills to a genuine
experience. Students who help lead the service learning act will gain more from
the experience, than those who simple carry out an educator's plan.
Service Learning is weak in the area of research. The review of literature
has shown that the small amount of research that has been conducted on
service learning was centered on evaluating programs. The methods of
research most often included were surveys and interviews. Control groups that
make comparisons over a period of time are not as common. Even though there
is limited amount of research experts remain positive about the impact of service
learning.
Service learning has had a large impact on one group of students. At-risk
students from violent schools benefit by the positive connection they have to an
adult or the community. Service learning projects give students a connection to
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the school that helps them to establish pride.
Chapter three explains how the author became interested in the area of
youth leadership and service learning. It also contains some basic information
about setting up a leadership program at an elementary school. Chapter four is
a leadership curriculum that includes service learning. Chapter five concludes
with the author's suggestions, and recommendations.

(

Chapter Three: Design of Project
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to create an extra-curricular leadership
program for fifth graders in the elementary school setting. The leadership
program includes a service learning project, and leadership development
lessons.
Background
Kirkwood Elementary School is located in Toppenish, Washington.
Kirkwood serves children in grade kindergarten through fifth grade and has an
enrollment of approximately eight hundred students. Educators who work at
Kirkwood have many challenges that they face daily: blending diverse cultures,
poverty, migrant families, and minimal parental support. As a result of these
circumstances Kirkwood students have low academic achievement, a high
occurrence of discipline problems, and an overall lack of compassion. School
spirit at Kirkwood is low among the student body and the faculty.
While the author was attending a retreat for educators an assignment was
given to design and implement a project that would make your school a better
place to work and learn. Another teacher and I decided that a leadership
program at our school would work to solve several problems in our school. A
leadership program for fifth grade students would help to reduce bully behavior,
increase school spirit, and help at-risk students feel more connected to the
school. From that weekend retreat the desire to review the literature grew and
the project soon flourished.
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Purpose
The intention of the leadership program is to help fifth grade students to
be more successful academically and socially. Through the leadership program
students will have an opportunity to learn transformational leadership qualities
and transactional leadership skills which will help them be better decisionmakers. The leadership class will also help children increase their self-esteem
by providing them a chance through a service learning project to accomplish
tasks that will give something back to the community. The basic assumption of
the project is that when children invest personally in their school, school spirit
will increase and spread to others, including staff.
Procedures
The review of literature was used to provide rationale for creating a
leadership program for at-risk adolescents. The review of literature also
provided some guidance as to what was included and how it should be ·
implemented. The review of literature supported the inclusion of service
learning into a leadership curriculum.
The author designed a leadership program that includes leadership skill
building, and service learning. The decision of what to include came about as a
result of reviewing the literature.
Overview of Project
The leadership curriculum was designed for a group of twenty, fifth
graders. The twenty will be selected from an application process. The
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applicants will be selected on a predetermined set of criteria. The program will
be held on a bi-monthly basis during the students' forty-minute activity period.
The students will be assessed on a leadership contract developed by the
leadership students. The program will be evaluated through surveys completed
by the school staff and administration.

Chapter Four: Project
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P2

Introduction
The leadership curriculum is designed for a group of twenty, fifth grade
students. The author's intention is to include fifth grade students who are not
already overwhelmed with other school related activities. The program is
designed to provide an opportunity for struggling students to feel connected to
the school and the community. The Handouts section contains sample parent
letters, and application materials to help you select a group of students. The
samples may need to be adapted to fit the specific needs of your program.
Once you have selected your group of students you may find the
leadership lesson plans in the Getting Started section helpful. The lesson plans
are designed to fit into a thirty to forty minute period of the school day. The
author arranged the lesson plans to build on one another. It is the author's
intention that the meetings with the leadership students should occur once a
week, until all lessons in the Getting Started section are completed. Feel free to
add or modify any lessons to fit your needs. However, it is strongly suggested
that the lessons in the Getting Started section be reviewed carefully. It is
important for later success that students feel comfortable with each other and
that a basic system for operating the class is put into place.
This leadership curriculum includes a section on Service Leaming. The
service learning lesson plans that are included are only suggestions. Service
learning is most valuable if the students design it and it meets authentic
community needs (The Essential Elements of Effective Service-Learning
Practice). The service learning activities are created for fifth grade students and
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classroom connections are designed to bridge fifth grade curricula to service
learning. The sample service learning lesson plans are designed to be
implemented once a month, from October to June (except December). All
service learning activities need to be preplanned and well thought out.
The leadership lessons and the service learning activities are designed to
supplement one another. The skills and procedures (established by your
leadership students) need to become a part of the service learning activities.
For example: voting procedures are introduced by the educator and practiced by
the students during the Getting Started portion of the leadership curriculum,
those same voting procedures can be used while students are implementing a
service learning project to help them make decisions.
To help conclude your leadership program at the end of the year, the
author included a final service learning project; The Sky's the Limit. In the
Handouts section, you will find an evaluation form that can be filled out by other
educators, adults, and community leaders to help you design future leadership
classes. The evaluation form, like all other materials is only a sample and can

be modified to fit your needs.
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The following lessons in this section are designed to help build a solid
foundation for your leadership program. Members are able to get to know one
another, establish common expectations and procedures, and create a sense of
identity. The lessons may be adapted to fit the needs of your group.

PS

Objective:
Students will become aware of the expectations of themselves and others who
are part of the leadership program by making a leadership contract.
Materials:
All members will need to have a copy of the list of leadership behaviors.
Procedure:
• Ask students to mark 5-10 points that they feel would be important to run
their group effectively and responsibly.
• Through group discussion and consensus, decide the 10 points that will
make up their leadership contract.
• Type up a leadership contract and have all members of the group sign it.
Post it in a prominent place (where regular meetings take place) and refer to
it as the leadership standards that the group decided upon. This contract
can be added to when some behavior seems to be getting in the way of a
good group performance.
Leadership Contract Activity
Read the following list of behaviors and decide which ones are important for
your group. You may add some more standards of behaviors of your own to the
list.
1. Be serious about promoting school spirit.
2. Be willing to listen to all member's ideas.
3. Say "Thank you" to people who support our program
4. Be enthusiastic about what the group is doing.
5. Respect the opinions of others from the group.
6. Try to solve small problems before they become big problems.
7. Attend all meetings, and be prepared and punctual for them.
8. Follow through to the end of each activity.
9. Set and stick to timelines.
10. Promote the good of the school and the community.
11. Help other members complete their goals and activities.
12. Be a model of leadership within the school.
13. Do not allow academics to suffer because of involvement.
14. Involve others in decision making.
15. Separate fooling around from fun.
16. Make others aware that leadership is important by example.
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Sample Leadership Contract:
We, the undersigned, agree to help each other follow the following leadership
behaviors.
• Share ideas and look for new resources of materials.
• Respect the opinions of others in the group.
• Understand that the group functions better when work is delegated.

Signature une

Assessment:
Have the group reflect on how the discussion went by writing several sentences
about what they observed and felt.

Adapted from Above and Beyond, The Newsletter for Advisors and Student Leaders Across
Ganada (Winter, 2001 ).
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Objective:
Students will identify leaders, the tasks that leaders perform and the
characteristics of leaders through a group discussion. Next, students will select
some of the tasks that they do in their daily lives and select some of the
characteristics that they have in common with the leaders listed to help them
realize that they have leadership potential.
Materials:
Poster paper, markers, cut out stars for bulletin board
Procedure:
• Have students brainstorm leaders and list them for reference later. Be sure
to include leaders on all levels: world, national, community, school, family ....
Be sure to include leaders that are associated with organizations other than
politics.
• Have students then describe these leaders. Using a "T chart" list the
characteristics. Put all of the tasks a leader does on one side and all the
characteristics a leader has on the other. When your list is complete ask the
students why the two columns are separated. Label the two columns when
discussion is finished.
• Finally ask students to look at the "T Chart" for any similarities between the
ideas listed and themselves.
• Have students write their names on the star and two similarities that they
found from the chart.
The stars can now be used as a bulletin board that states, "All Of Us Are
Leaders!"

Assessment:
The stars that are placed on the bulletin board can be used as an assessment
tool to evaluate the lesson.
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Objective:
Students will create mobiles featuring autobiographical shapes and information.

Materials:
Auto-mobile Planner (next page)
scissors
markers
glue
crayons
tape
hangers (1 per-person)
stapler
string or yam
construction paper wrapping paper
index cards
scratch paper

Procedure:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Tell students that their mobiles will have at least four cut-out shapes and
three written cards. Show them an example made by you or a former
student.
Hand out the Auto-mobile Planner which lists ideas for the cut-outs and writeons.
After students make their choices, help them create their cut-outs and writeons.
Make the mobile "bodies· by covering wire hangers with wrapping paper.
The student's name goes on the body.
Attach the cut-outs and write-ons using various lengths of colored yarn or
string. Adjust the placement for balance.
Have students present their Auto-mobile to the class by telling about a few of
the cut-outs they selected and by reading a write-on.

Assessment:
Auto-mobiles and presentation can be evaluated using a checklist.

Sample Checklist:
Name

-----------~

----

Four Cut-Outs

----

Three Write-Ons

_ _ _ _ Presented Cut-outs
_ _ _ _ Read one Write-On

Adapted from Write Through The Year (1989)
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Auto-Mobile Planner
The word "auto• means self. Your mobile will include shapes and word that tell
about you.

Shapes
Draw and then cut out at least four shapes. Here are some ideas.
Try to think of others.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a flag that could be your symbol
your footprint
your handprint
an object that stands for a hobby or activity, for example, a musical
instrument
the numerals of your birth year
a shape that stands for your favorite sport
the shape of your favorite food

Words
Choose at least three topics that interest you. On scratch paper write a few
sentences about each one. After you revise your work, copy the finished words
on to index cards or construction paper.
Here are some topics:
• things that interest you
• the best book you ever read
• questions about a subject you'd like to study this year
• your favorite place
• a poem describing your favorite season.

Adapted from Write Through The Year (1989).
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Objective:
Students will completely fill out a task card as a whole group for practice.
Materials:
The Auto-Mobile Planner project completed by each student or another project
everyone has completed.
3X5 note cards, one per student
Procedure:
• Ask students what kind of records they are familiar with. Talk about the
importance of record keeping. Introduce the task card.
• Explain the importance of each category on the task card.
• Spend some time talking about what reflection means. Brainstorm some
sentence starters (see list below).
• Have students complete the categories one at a time (Use the Auto-Mobile
Planner or similar activity as the "task"). Allow for small group discussion
and questions as they are filling out their cards.

Sample:
·--~---------------~-~----------------~----~-..,.ii-i>l<"~iirc:r----------------------------------------~~----~

Name
Date - - - - - - - - Task Started On
Completed On _ __
Task _______________
~

i
·
:'

:
--------------:
''t _________....________.______________________________________ J'''
Reflection

'

'

Reflection Sentence Starters
I thought...
I felt...
I liked ...
I would change ...
I disliked ...
Next time, I would ...
My advice is ...

Assessment:
Collect and look through cards to check for understanding. If needed meet with
students individually and re-teach.
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Objective:
As a whole group, students will practice a voting process by voting on three
statements and then they will vote on a group name.
Materials:
"T Chart" from Who and What is a Leader?
Large paper and markers to write a brainstorm list
Procedure:
• Have students read /look at the "T Chart" from Who and What is a Leader?
Discuss some of the ideas from What a Leader Does column. Ask students if
they have any additions.
• Lead your students to discover that one thing a leader does is make
decisions. Have students think, pair, share times they have seen or been
part of a group when a decision is made. Focus the discussion on how
difficult it is for a group of people to agree when a decision is being made.
• Introduce the Thumbs Up, Sideways or Down method:
Thumbs Up I agree, I like the idea.
Thumbs Sideways The idea is not my favorite, but I can live with
the idea.
Thumbs Down I don't care for the idea, and here is why ...
Or
I don't care for the idea. Instead we should ...

=

=

=

•

Practice the method by using three statements (similar to the statements
below). Read one statement at a time. Remember to ask students who
voted with their thumbs down to explain why. Stress a significant reason, just
because or I don't know is not significant enough. Students with their thumbs
down may also suggest another option.

Sample Statements:
We should have snacks at our next meeting.
Students should go to school six days a week.
The movie theatre in town should charge a dollar more, so the
theatre can be remodeled.
•
•

•

Explain to the group that they need a name and an emblem. Have students
brainstorm a list of possible names as a group.
Once the list has been established, begin voting on each name until the
group agrees. Keeping track of the number of thumbs up and sideways will
be necessary for longer lists.
Once a name has been selected explain to the gr:oup that they will need to
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design an emblem. Explain that an emblem needs to be small, easy to
duplicate, and eye catching. Ask them to write down the name on paper and
sketch any ideas they have and bring their sketches to the next meeting.

Assessment:
Reflect on the voting process. If the voting process isn't going smoothly, provide
more time to practice and complete the rest of the lesson at the next meeting.

Pl3

Objective:
Students will apply the voting process that was practiced previously to select an
emblem that corresponds with the agreed upon team name.

Materials:
Students will need to submit drawings of possible emblems.
A method to recor8~ing results.

Procedure:
•

•

Allow students some time to look over the drawings and discuss any thoughts
with the group. Remind students that an emblem needs to be small, easy to
duplicate, and eye catching.
Review the voting process:
Thumbs Up I agree, I like the idea.
Thumbs Sideways The idea is not my favorite, but I can live with
the idea.
Thumbs Down I don't care for the idea, and here is why ...
Or
I don't care for the idea. Instead we should ...

=

=

=

•

•

One by one vote on each of the student drawings. Remember to allow time
for students to voice concerns (when they have voted using a thumb down).
If necessary, record results as you progress.
Once an emblem has been selected it can be incorporated into meeting
reminders, posters, t-shirts, banners ...

Assessment:
Reinforce students for their positive behavior and lead a discussion about
students' views of the voting process. Accept all feedback and adjust futurevoting sessions accordingly.
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Service Learning integrates service into student instruction and learning.
It promotes personal, social, and intellectual growth; develops a sense of civic
responsibility; provides opportunities for leadership; and prepares students for
the world of work (Hope, 1997). This section provides some sample projects
that can be completed with your leadership group. It is more effective to help
students design a project that fits into your particular community. For further
guidance refer to the Essential Elements of Service Leaming, Selecting a Topic,
and Best Practices located in appendix A. It is also important to note that the
service learning examples are formatted into five steps to ensure that the project
is beneficial for the students.

PIS

Overview:
Students will have a school wide candy collection to donate to local homeless
shelters for children who are unable to be a part of trick or treating.
Brainstorming:
• Have students brainstorm important events in the month of October. Lead
them toward the holiday of Halloween.
• Discuss Halloween traditions.
• Ask them to think about what children do if they can't afford a Halloween
costume, or if they don't have a home. Talk about how these children feel
when they are unable to participate in the tradition of trick or treating.
Focusing:
As a group discuss possible solutions. If students do not come to the conclusion
of sharing their own candy, make a suggestion, and lead students toward the
idea of having a school-wide candy collection.
Implementing:
(Students may need to be divided into smaller groups or committees.
Remember to have students use a task card!)
•

•

•

•
•
•

Students will need to decide when and where candy will be collected. For
example, candy will be collected before school, in the cafeteria, for one week
prior to Halloween. Homeroom teachers could also collect candy.
Students will need to decide how to advertise their project. For example,
students may make posters (remember to use group name and emblem).
Students could also advertise through morning intercom announcements.
Students will need a way to record the amount of candy that was collected
(pounds) and a safe place to store candy until the delivery.

Educators will need to contact local homeless shelters and food banks to see
who is interested in the candy donation.
Educators will need to assist in helping students make decisions and help
students record results.
Educators will need to set up a delivery time and place. Maybe the candy
could be presented to a representative (from the shelter) at school when
students can be present.

*If you are working with older students, student representatives might be selected to help with
the educator's responsibilities.
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Evaluating:
• Have students write a letter(s) to the homeless shelter and/or food bank and
ask for feedback on the project.
• Have students record any changes they would make in the future. (Could be
done on task cards).
Reflecting:
Have students illustrate what they learned from completing this project. Have
them reflect on feelings, attitude changes ...
Connection to the Classroom:
Have students graph results of the candy collection daily. Make the graph large
and place it in the school where it is visible by most of the student body. The
graph should be updated daily.
The graph should include:
Three labels: X axis, Y axis, and a title
Category: room numbers, or grade levels, or days of the week
Numbers to show the possible amount of candy collected
Classrooms can use the graph to make observations and study vocabulary such
as: outliers, holes, and clumps.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
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Overview:
After observing people in the school students will select several individuals that
will receive an anonymous act of kindness. Students will then observe the
cause and effect.
Brainstorming:
• As a group list variables that cause them to feel and act as they do during a
day. For example, too much homework, tired parents, jealous friends ... All of
these events cause feelings or actions.
• Have students then list the effect of these variables. For example, too much
homework= frustration.
• Have students then think about what happens next. Point out that what they
are seeing is a cause and effect chain. Cause 1 too much homework, Effect
1 frustration. Effect 1=Cause 2 Frustration, Effect 2 yelling at a younger
sibling.

Focusing:
• Inform students that November 11-17 is Random Acts of Kindness Week.
Discuss what each word in the title means.
• Ask for suggestions of how this week can change the cause and effect chain.
• Ask students to observe staff and students in the school who need a little
kindness to help keep cause and effect chains positive. Also have students
list acts they could perform.
Implementing:
• As a group select one person per group of 2-3 students. Have the students
break into small groups based upon whom the students have contact with, so
that they can perform the act and observe the results.
• Have the groups then agree on a plan of Random Acts of Kindness they will
perform during the week. (It is best if someone writes down the plan in order
to avoid confusion later.)
Random Acts of Kindness could include such things as:
A positive note, flowers, a small gift, a poem, a picture, homemade cookies ...
• Have students include a short note with the first act that explains the
importance of the week. Suggest in the note that the receiver of the act
passes on the idea to others.
•
•

Educators will need to provide help and guidance in selecting and performing
the act of kindness.
Educators will need to answer any question staff members may have about
the project. Try to not give away students' identities.

PIS

Evaluation:
•
•
•

Random Acts of Kindness can be evaluated through the observations of the
effect on the person's mood/feelings.
Was the identity of the giver(s) a secret for the entire week?
Share as a group any other people who were participating in the week that
are not part of the original group.

Reflection:
Have students talk about what they are thankful for, and how this project has
changed their lives.

Connection to the Classroom:
Cause and effect chains are a reading comprehension strategy. Students are
able to apply what they know about reading to another situation. A new and
different application of the cause and effect chain will allow student to synthesize
and apply what they know.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
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Overview:
Students will organize an assembly at school through the local library. After a
short presentation, students will be able to sign up for a library card.
Brainstorming:
• Share with the class one of your favorite stories from childhood.
• Ask students to remember the first book they ever read, or a favorite story
that has valuable meaning.
• Allow time for the students to share these memories.
Focusing:
• Inform the students that January is National Book Month.
• Talk about different places students can obtain books to read.
• Lead discussion toward the area of libraries/public libraries if the students
have not suggested it already.
• Have students share what they know about their local, public library.
• Pose the question: How can you connect more students in our school to the
public library.
• After some thought, suggest an assembly after school for families.
Implementation:
• Have students separate into teams or committees (Calendar, Program, and
Advertise ... ). Tell students what the task is that their committee is
responsible for achieving.
• Allow committees time to work independently to sort out some of the details.
Observe groups and ask questions to keep them focused.
• After a solid work period ask students to report back to the whole group some
decisions they have made. Ask students to provide feedback and ask
questions after each committee has reported.
Details to consider:
Time (Need to consider several options and check with the principal/Library)
Place (Check with the office on availability)
Dates (Need to consider several options and check with the principal/library)
(Allow enough time for advertising)
Who is invited?
Methods of Advertising: letting parents, and students know.
What the assembly will consist of (Library card sign ups, student readings, story
book characters, a reading from the librarian, used book donations ... )
A design for programs
A Title
Volunteers
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Have the group set a reasonable goal of how many students they would like
to get signed up for a library card.
Create an outline of a plan to work from and guide students.
Allow students time to contact adults, and prepare for the big night.
Educators will need to consult with the building principal and local library so
that some prearranging can be done.
If your leadership group is younger you may want to arrange several
possibilities and have students finalize plans.
An assembly is a critical event, so try to make it easy on your group the first
year. Keep activities and programs simple.

Evaluation:
Share with students the number of students who signed up for a library card.
Compare the results to the students' goal.

Reflection:
Have students outline what they saw take place that night, and share outlines in
small groups.

Connection to the Classroom:
Students will create group and individual outlines; students will talk about
reasonability and how it relates to estimating. Students will also see a love of
reading during the assembly.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
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Overview:
Students will raise money for the American Heart Association by donations.
Brainstonning:
• Quickly list with students words that they think of when they hear the word
February.
• Stop when someone says Heart. Ask students to share what they know
about the human heart. Write down the information in a web format, on
butcher paper.
• Have the students take a resting heart rate. Show the students where to find
their pulse, and have them count for a 60-second period. Have students run
in place or do jumping jacks for two minutes, then take another pulse. Have
students compare the two heart rates.
Focusing:
• Share with the students what the American Heart Association does. Access
the web site (www.americanheart.org) and scan it with your students to learn
some interesting facts, or more about what the association does.
OR
• Complete the Heart Word Game (appendix B).
•
•

Ask students why the heart association is important. Talk about ways the
students at the school can help.
Explain why and how money is important to non-profit organizations.

Implementing:
• Have students discuss a place in the school and time when donations can be
collected. (example: gym, at recess)
• Have students decide if they are going to give students a heart shaped
sticker or a heart stamp (on the hand) to those who donate (you may need to
provide these, or take up a collection from the staff).
• Have students plan how they will advertise the change drive to students and
parents.
• Decide how long the donations will be collected, and how the results will be
counted and collected.
•
•

•

Educators will need to monitor the collection area.
Educators will need to provide a heart shaped rubber stamp or heart stickers.
Ask other staff members for contributions, or ask the American Heart
Association.
Educators need to contact their local branch of the American Heart
Association to find out in what form they would like the donation.
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Evaluation:
Have students make observations from the graph and come to a conclusion of
the best days of the week to collect money.
Reflection:
Have a local member of the American Heart Association come to a meeting and
collect the change, be sure to invite the principal.
If a meeting can not take place ask the American Heart Association to include
some sort of recognition for the work that the students performed.

Connection to the Classroom:
Students will use facts about the human body and the heart from science or
health units.
Have students complete a graph and display it where it can be enjoyed by the
whole school.
The graph should include:
Three labels: X axis, Y axis, and a title
Category: dates, or days of the week
Numbers to show the possible amount of change collected
Classrooms can use the graph to make observations and study vocabulary such
as: outliers, holes, and clumps.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
And from suggestions from the American Heart Association.
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Overview:
Students will design interview questions, interview female senior citizen, and
then write their life stories for them.

Brainstorming:
•
•

Read Grandma and the Birds (appendix C) or another short story about
grandmothers to the students and share memories of grandparents.
Ask the group what makes grandparents so special. Focus in on the
responses that deal with sharing stories, or memories.

Focusing:
•

•

•

Inform the group that March is National Woman's History Month. Share with
the students that there is a group of women in the community that may enjoy
our company as much as our grandparents enjoy ours or vice versa.
Ask students how they would feel if they were a senior citizen and they had
memories to share, but no one to share them with. How would you feel if you
wanted to share your life story with people, but for some reason you could
not?
Ask students if they can think of any way that they may be able to help out
the female senior citizens in the community. Suggest the idea of writing
down the memories or life stories that these women would like to share.

Implementation:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Students will need to write their interview questions. Questions need to be
general if the interviewing is going to take place during the first visit.
Students may feel more comfortable designing interview questions in small
groups.
Remind students that some topics might be sensitive; therefore, students
may need to ask about favorite memories, funny stories, or best
accomplishment.
Students will use their interview questions to write notes about the lives of
the woman that they are interviewing.
Students will use their notes to compose and type the stories they gathered
from the interview.
Students will share the story they have typed with their volunteer.

Educators will need to contact a senior citizen center or nursing home and
make arrangements for the students to meet with the women volunteers. It
might be better if two to three meetings are scheduled to give the students
and women time to meet and build a relationship before the interview begins.
Educators will need to carefully explain the assig~ment, so that the students
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•

•

have a positive experience.
Educators will need to schedule a time for the students to visit and interview
the woman. Explain to students that they need to write careful notes
because it may be hurtful if a mistake is made.
Allow students time to compose and type the stories they gathered from the
interviews.

Evaluation:
Arrange a final meeting so students can present the stories to the woman. Allow
time for conversations and more sharing.
Reflection:
Have students share special moments or observations from their experiences.
Write a group thank you letter to the nursing home or senior center.
Connection to the Classroom:
Students will need to write interview questions. Students will need to write
fluently and think about their audience.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
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Overview:
Students will use lessons learned in science (about environmental issues) to
create posters that remind park users to be considerate.
Brainstorming:
• Have students brainstorm important advice they have learned from the
environment unit. (Stay on the path, campfires need to be put out using dirt
and water, do not litter. .. ).
• Ask student if they think all people who use state parks and national forests
are aware of these suggestions.
Implementing:
• Have students create 81/2 by 11 posters that include:
Tip: Written clearly, large, and legible.
Picture to illustrate tip (for nonreaders), colored
Student's first name, grade, school, and town.
• Remind students to consider their audience.
•
•

Educators will need to laminate the posters so that they will withstand the
elements.
Educators will need to contact the local forest ranger's office, so that they
can distribute the signs.

Evaluation:
Ask for feedback from the forest service, by sending them a short letter toward
the end of the school year.
Reflection:
Have students write two to three sentences describing a person who will benefit
from the sign that they created.

Connection to the Classroom:
Students will apply what they have learned in a science unit directly to the
posters that they have created. Students will need to consider their audience
and write accordingly.
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Overview:
Students will listen to a presentation by a veterinarian and then participate in
collecting donations (blankets, toys, food) or another helpful project for animal
clinics in the nearby area.
Brainstonning:
After listening to the presentation ask the veterinarian to make some
suggestions of what students can do to help local animal shelters and clinics.
Record suggestions made by the veterinarian.
Focusing:
• Have students select one of the suggestions made by the veterinarian (the
thumbs up voting system may be used here), and discuss what steps will
need to be taken to carry out the project.
• Help student realize that they will need to receive permission from the
principal before any collecting of donations, or volunteer work is done.
• Before students begin their project have them write a persuasive letter as a
group, persuading the principal to give permission for the project. Remind
the students to give opinions that are supported by facts and to address why
this project is important.
• Allow students the time to carry out the project and provide any guidance and
resources the students may need in order to complete the project.
•
•
•

Educator will need to contact local veterinarians and arrange for the
presentation.
Educator will need to be responsible for storing any donations collected until
a delivery is made.
Educator will need to arrange a delivery time for the donations.

Evaluation:
Write a group thank you letter to the principal; include results of how the project
went.
Reflection:
Have students share their project with fellow classmate who didn't have the
opportunity to participate. Set aside time for questions and answers.

Connection to the Classroom:
Students will write two different types of letter to the same audience. One letter
will be a persuasive letter; the other will be a business letter. Students can
compare the different writing styles and techniques used to write the two letters.
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Overview:
Students will complete the end of the year by writing a list of two reasonable
goals of ways to help the community in the future.
Brainstonning:
Have students spend some time talking about all the projects they did this year
and all of the people they helped. Reflect on how helping others felt, and how
helping others has helped them. What have the students learned?
Focusing:
Ask students if there are other projects in their community that they wish they
could have done as well.
Implementing:
• Have the students write down two goals they have for their future that will
help the community.
• Talk about the difference between reasonable and unreasonable goals (i.e. A
reasonable goal might be to serve dinner at a homeless shelter during
Thanksgiving. An unreasonable goal might be to give away their whole
paycheck to an animal clinic.).
• Explain to students that goals need to be specific. I will help others is not a
specific enough goal.
• Have students then list steps that will help them to accomplish their goal.

•

Sample:
My goal is to serve Thanksgiving dinner at a homeless shelter
1. Call shelters at the beginning of the month to find out
Where help is needed.
2. Find out what time to be there
3. I will ask a friend to join me because it may be more fun and
comfortable that way.
During your last meeting share students' goals with the whole group leaving
out the students' names.

Reflection/ Evaluation:
The final goal setting project in itself is a reflection and evaluation upon the
entire year.

Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
iv
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The following section is a sample of handouts that can be used as a guide
to help you to begin your leadership program in your school. Design your own
handouts to fit the needs of your school. Remember to communicate your ideas
with staff, students, and parents.
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Leadership Presentation (Staff)
Introduction
How this came about
Intended purpose
Overview of projects
Quotes:
(School spirit, Superstar Leadership, Behavior)
Overhead of Application
Staff Recommendation
calendar
Future Communication
Leadership Contract
Attendance
Participation
Completed tasks
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Leadership Application
Staff Member Recommendation Form
Please return this form to
This form will be kept confulentiaL

by

Name ofStndent
Your Relationship to this Student:

Reading
Teacher

Homeroom
Teacher

Behavior

Teamwork

Other

How long have you known this student?
Please circle any areas of concern.
Attendance

Respectfulness

Rank 1-5 (5 Being Strongest)
_ _ Responsibility (completion of assignments, follow through of tasks, etc.)
_ _ Works Independently
_ _ How beneficial will this program be to this student?

Comments:

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Exerts from Above and Beyond, The Newsletter for Advisors and Student
Leaders Across Canada.

Volume 4, Number 2
Wmter 2001
Superstar Leadership

Dave Conlon

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Exerts from Above and Beyond, The Newsletter for Advisors and Student
Leaders Across Canada.
Volume 3, Number 1
Fall/Winter 1999

What is School Spirit?

-Mark Scharenbroich

Dave Conlon

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Leadership Presentation (Students)
Who
Fifth graders who are:
* Hard-workers
* Self motivated
* Wanting to be part of the school
*Not over involved in other activities
What
Leadership Program
Activities:
Contract, Community,
When
Activity Period
Once to twice a month
May require some out of school time
How
Cover Letter
Application
Recommendation from a staff member
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Dear Parents,
During the
school year,
will be
advisor(s) of a leadership class. This class will meet approximately two times
a month during students' regular activity period. There may be an occasion
when students need to meet before or after school. Parents will be
responsible for transportation at these times. Parents will receive at least one
week notice prior to any meeting that are held outside of the regular school
day.
The students will be participating in two general areas during the school year:
community/school projects, and leadership skills.
On the back is an application for this class. The class will be limited to 30
fifth grade students. Applications must be completed and turned in by
in order to be considered. Student selection will be
--------~
based on a point system; students will be notified by
if they
are participating in this program.

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - give my permission for my child to
Parent Signature

participate in the application process, knowing that my child is not guaranteed
placement in the class at this time.

If you have any questions please c o n t a c t - - - - - - - - - - - - at

---------~
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Estimados Padres,
Durante el ano escolar
lo(s) maestro(s)
_ _ _ _ _seran las lideres de una clase jefatura. En este clase se
juntaran aproximadamente dos veces por mes durante la hora de actividades
de la escuela. Probablemente abra una ocacion cuando su nino/a necesitara
atender antes o despues de escuela. Los padres seran responsables por
transportacion durante estos tiempos. Los padres recibiran noticias por lo
menos una semana anterior cuando habra una junta afuera de un dia regular
de escuela.
Los estudiantes estaran participando en dos areas durante el ano
escolar: communidad/proyecto de escuela, y jefatura.
A bajo pueden finnar si dan permiso. La clase esta limitada para 30
estudiantes de! quinto grado. Aplicaciones tienen que estar conpletas y
entregadas a la escuela
ara ser considerados. La
seleccion de estudiantes estara basado por una system de puntos y los
estudiantes seran notificados para
si estaran participando
en este programa.
Yo
doy mi permiso para
que mi nino/a participe en el proceso de! la aplicacion, sabiendo de que no
hay garentia para puesto en este clase.
Si tiene preguntas favo de communicarse con lo(s) maestro(s)
al - - - - - -

---------~
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Leadership Application
Form must be completed in blue or black ink, please print.
When complete turn into
by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

First

Last

Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ __
Street

Birthday _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Month

Zip Code

Day

Year

Emergency Contact P e r s o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Relation to You

------------

Homeroom Teacher

Phone Number

------

--------------~

Please circle the following activities you plan on participating in this school year.

Band

Conflict Managers

T.A.G.

Intramurals

Which staff member agreed to complete your Recommendation Form?

Why did you choose this staff member?

Please answer the following two essay questions on another piece of paper.
Who has had a positive influence in your life and why?

How could you help to promote school spirit at our school?
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Leadership Application
Staff Member Recommendation Form
Please return thisformto _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This form will be kept confidential
Name of Student

---------------

Your Relationship to this Student:

Reading
Teacher

Homeroom
Teacher

Other

How Jong have you known this student? - - - - - - - - Please circle any areas of concern.
Attendance

Respectfulness

Behavior

Teamwork

Rank 1-5 (5 Being Strongest)
_ _ Responsibility (completion of assignments, follow through of tasks, etc.)
_ _ Works Independently
_ _ How beneficial will this program be to this student?

Comments:

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Leadership Application Evaluation Sheet
Application
_ _ On Time
_ _ Parent Signature (3)
_ _ Readable (2)

_ _ Ink (1)
_ _ Neatness (2)
_ _ Completion (5)
_ _ Sta:fIMember Name (2)
_ _ Reason (3)

Essay
_ _ Essay 1 Person (2) Why (3)
_ _ Essay 2 One Item (1) Two or More (2) Realistic (3)

Staff Recommendation
_ _ Area of Concerns (non circled items 1 per item)
Ranking (add total 15)
_ _ _ Relationship (3)

___ Total Points (50)
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You have been selected
to be part of the
Leadership Program.
Please report to room ______ ,
on ---------------------•
during activity period.
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Dear -------------------------------•
We regret to inform you that you were not selected to participate in the
Leadership Program. We appreciate your time and interest.
Unfortunately we had to limit the number of students that could attend
the program. However, we hope that you will continue to be part of the
activities here at------------------ this year.
If you have any questions you may contact--------------------------

II

II
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Time for O{{Ar Ne*f:

Mee+ins
(i)t!jrin!J Activit~ f>eriod
Room

We need to tafl ahout:

---
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Leadership Program Evaluation
Please fill out the following form honestly. Your comments will remain anonymous.
Your comments will be use to help adjust our leadership program next year.
I. Do you know any students who participated in the leadership program? If so, how
many? How would you descnbe your relationship with these students?

2. What projects did you see put into place by the leadership students? How did you
become aware of these projects?

3. What effect (if any) did you see the leadership program having on our school
environment/students/community?

4. What suggestions do you have for future Leadership programs?

Please return to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Service Learning Suggestions
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Effective service-learning:
1. requires the application of concepts, content and skills from the academic
disciplines and actively involves students;
2. engages students in tasks that challenge and stretch them cognitively and
developmentally;
3. uses assessment as a way to enhance student learning as well as to
document and evaluate how well students have met content and skill
standards;
4. engages students in service tasks that have clear goals, meet genuine needs
in the school or community, and have significant consequences for
themselves and others;
5. employs systematic evaluations of the service effort and its outcomes;
6. seeks to maximize student voice in selecting, designing, implementing, and
evaluating the service project;
7. values diversity through its participants, its practice, and its outcomes;
8. promotes communication and interaction with the community and encourages
partnership and collaboration;
9. prepares students for all aspects of their service experience including
understanding their role, the skills and information required, safety
precautions, and sensitivity to the people with whom they will be working
with;
10. includes student reflection as a central force in the fulfillment of curricular
objectives and is done before, during, and after service;
11. acknowledges, celebrates, and further validates student' service.

National Service Learning Cooperative as cited in:
Adapted from ideas presented in Spirit of Community(Lesson Plans September 2001-June 2002)
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A2

Selecting a Topic
Lilian G. Katz, Sylvia C. Chard

A topic is appropriate if:

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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A3

Best Practices

Best Practices are guidelines that are key to the implementation of
quality Service Learning.
Site Level Best Practices
for Service Learning

Developed by Class Focus Group, fall, 1999.
National Youth leadership Council( as sited in Guilford Central School web site)

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Tools for Service Learning Activities

~1

NAME

A

American Hean
Associadoa...V

Heart Word Game
...............................

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

My Grandma is a very friendly person. She.speaks to everyone: the

I I

\

,

'
•

•

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Resource List
Above and Beyond. (2001, Winter). Copy Editor, 4, 1-2.
American Heart Association/Heart word game. (n.d.). retrieved April 7, 2002,
from http://www.americanheart.org
Bauer, C., F. (1993). Grandma and the birds. In The New handbook for
storytellers (pp. 146-148). Chicago: American Library Association.
Conlon, D. (2001, Winter). Superstar leadership. Above And Beyond The
Newsletter For Advisors And Student Leaders Across Canada, 4, 19.
Conlon, D. (1999, Fall/Winter). What is school spirit?. Above And Beyond The
Newsletter For Advisors And Student Leaders Across Canada, 3, 1.
Guilford Central School. retrieved May 26, 2001, from
http://www.k12.vt.us/gcs/newswebsite/lowindex.html
Katz, L., G., and Chard, S., C., Issues in selecting topics for projects. retrieved
May 26, 2001, from http://ericeece.org1pubs/book/projcat2/katzchard.html
Lincoln, W,. (1989). Write Through The Year. (pp. 11-12). Monday Morning:
California.
Prudential Spirit of Community Awards. (2001 ). Spirit of community lesson plans
September 2001-June 2002 Newark, New Jersey: Author.

Chapter Five: Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations.
Summary
Leadership education allows students to use leadership skills in their
daily lives. When leadership education focuses on the student rather than the
task students have an opportunity to gain more from the experience. Leadership
education involves both transformational and transactional leadership.
Transformational leadership deals with the qualities a leader possess, therefore
character education ties into leadership education.
Service learning makes a connection between what is learned in the
classroom and providing a meaningful community service act. Service learning
has grown in popularity, and federal funding has increased as well.
Unfortunately the research on the subject of service learning is not as abundant.
The little research there is is lacking in qualitative data. Even though there is
little research the benefits of service learning are apparent. Educators, students
and the community all profit equally from a service learning experience.
Leadership education and service learning blend well together. Service
learning provides students with an authentic opportunity to practice and refine
leadership skills. Students who lead a service learning act will gain the most for
the service act.
Conclusions
Leadership education in combination with service learning is a useful
teaching strategy because it is developmentally appropriate for adolescents.
Leadership education provides middle level learners, who display bully
25
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characteristics a sense of power and examples of positive character traits that
leaders have. At-risk students and students from a violent school environment
profit form leadership education and service learning. Students have an
opportunity to invest in their school and community, therefore developing a
sense of pride and respect. Leadership education and service learning allow
students, educators and communities an opportunity to grow and improve
together.
Recommendation
The author feels that a leadership program is a wonderful asset to any
school. It is the author's recommendation that careful planning takes place
before any program is started. It is critical to get the full support from your
school administration and staff prior to selecting students. Continued
communication with the staff about how the program is developing and the
success of students will lead to positive relations.
Your program will be more successful if you outline your goals for the
program early. Decide the number of service learning projects you would like
your students to complete. Start small the first year by completing only two or
three projects or by completing service learning projects around your school.
It is recommended that all fifth grade students are welcomed to participate
in the program. The intention of the program is to help at-risk students,
however, if only those students are allowed to participate labeling may occur by
other students and staff in your school. A brief introduction to the program and
application process will excite those who are intere~ted and provide a fair
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system for selection.
When you are ready to have your students begin their first service
learning project do not be afraid to take control. Model for your students how a
service learning project should be conducted, so they can learn by your
example. As your program continues allow students to take the lead. Contact
community members, the chamber of commerce, or the court house for ideas. It
is easier to connect classroom learning to a service project than to try to find a
service learning project that fits with classroom learning. Consult the Essential

Elements for Service Leaming as a reference. Plan ahead and remember to
keep all parties informed.
It will be beneficial if you keep track of the effects that your service
learning project has on your students and the total school environment. Data
collected by observations and anecdotal notes and action research will help with
future implementation.
The author's final recommendation is to establish routines and policies.
Set meetings for a certain day of the month, like the third Tuesday. If you have a
preset meeting time you will be discouraged from canceling and other staff
members will know your schedule so they can help you to avoid conflicts. After
your students design a leadership contract they will have guidelines to help each
other be accountable. Set up a system for evaluation as the year continues, so
that you can immediately address any problems before they get worse.
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